Research in context {#sec0001}
===================

Evidence before this study {#sec0002}
--------------------------

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved 5-aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA) as an intraoperative optical imaging agent in patients with suspected malignant gliomas. 5-ALA-based fluorescence guided surgery allows for improved resection of malignant gliomas by turning glioma tissue fluorescent pink under blue light microscopy. Furthermore, it is well established that all cells release extracellular vesicles (EVs) both *in vitro* and *in vivo* and in the case of glioma cells, they carry biomarkers of disease burden. Characterizing tumor specific fluorescent EVs derived from the plasma of patients dosed with 5-ALA may provide a minimally invasive platform for the diagnosis of malignant gliomas.

Added value of this study {#sec0003}
-------------------------

Herein we show that glioma cells, both *in vitro* and *in vivo*, exposed to 5-ALA secrete EVs that are also fluorescent. We first characterized 5-ALA dosed glioma cells and showed that fluorescent EVs are secreted from fluorescent glioma cells but not from normal cells. We also used xenograft models to show that fluorescent circulating EVs are present in the plasma of tumor bearing mice dosed with 5-ALA and were absent in control, non-tumor bearing mice. Finally, we collected plasma samples from patients undergoing fluorescent guided surgery for the resection of malignant gliomas at the Massachusetts General Hospital, pre and post 5-ALA administration. We show that, in the presence of an avidly fluorescing intraoperative tumor after 5-ALA administration, patients had a significantly higher number of fluorescent EVs in their plasma, and this fold increase highly correlated with their tumor volumes.

Implications of all the available evidence {#sec0004}
------------------------------------------

We will continue to collect plasma samples from patients undergoing glioma resection using 5-ALA, both here at MGH as well as other institutions under our optimized plasma collection protocol which will reduce chances of bleaching the fluorescent signal. A larger cohort would validate the evidence for first-time glioma diagnosis as well as provide a framework for potential non-surgical delivery of 5-ALA to patients to monitor recurrence. Clinically, there is a major need for minimally invasive diagnosis of gliomas, and characterizing circulating tumor specific fluorescent EVs provides a window into the primary tumor.

1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Malignant gliomas are highly aggressive central nervous system (CNS) neoplasms that rank among the deadliest human malignancies [@bib0001]. Surgery remains the first line of treatment for these tumors and can significantly extend patient survival if gross total resection of contrast-enhancing tumor is achieved [@bib0002]. The recent FDA approval of aminolevulinic acid hydrochloride, known as ALA HCl (Gleolan™; NX Development Corp.), provides the neurosurgeon with real-time fluorescent delineation of malignant tissue. Several studies indicate significantly higher rates of gross total resections of enhancing disease and longer progression-free survival for patients with malignant glioma who undergo FGS as compared to conventional white-light resections [@bib0003].

PpIX is a naturally-occurring fluorescent precursor in the heme synthesis pathway and accumulates in glioma tumor cells following administration of 5-ALA [@bib0004]. The underlying mechanisms behind the preferential accumulation of PpIX in glioma tissue but not normal tissue are multifactorial. It has been reported that a fragile blood brain barrier (BBB), common in malignant gliomas, combined with increased activity of GABA, pepT1, and pepT2 transporters greatly facilitate 5-ALA accumulation into glioma cells [@bib0005], [@bib0006], [@bib0007]. Furthermore, increased activity of ALA-dehydrogenase and porphobilinogen-deaminase, decreased activity of ferrochelatase and reduced availability of Fe^2+^ results in highly specific PpIX accumulation in glioma cells [@bib0008], [@bib0009], [@bib0010], [@bib0011], [@bib0012], [@bib0013], [@bib0014]. Recent studies have also highlighted the role of ABCG2 transporter in the shuttling of PpIX from the mitochondria into cytosol [@bib0006], [@bib0015] and because of this tumor-specific uptake, there is a growing body of literature on the role of 5-ALA in diagnosis and treatment of many types of cancers [@bib0016], [@bib0017], [@bib0018], [@bib0019], [@bib0020], [@bib0021]. With its fluorophore properties, PpIX yields a red-violet emission (λ=635 nm) following excitation with blue light (λ=400- 410 nm). Thus, using a blue-light filter on an operative microscope, the neurosurgeon is able to distinguish tumor, which has excess PpIX and fluoresces pink, from normal brain, which does not have PpIX accumulation and, therefore, lacks fluorescence [@bib0022].

The recognition that EVs are present in a variety of biofluids has led to tremendous interest in exploiting them as a source of biomarkers for gliomas [@bib0023], [@bib0024], [@bib0025], [@bib0026], [@bib0027], [@bib0028], [@bib0029], [@bib0030], [@bib0031]. Ranging from 30 to 1000 nm in diameter, EVs are released into biofluids by organ-specific cell populations and contain genetic materials reflective of their cells of origin [@bib0032], [@bib0033], [@bib0034]. We hypothesized that EVs released from glioma cells following administration of 5-ALA contain PpIX, and this fluorescence could be a potential marker for glioma specific EV detection. The small size of EVs entails significant challenges for quantitative and qualitative analysis at the single vesicle level due to the detection limits of most instruments. Although flow cytometry offers opportunities for high-throughput analysis of single cells or particles, most conventional flow cytometers are not suited to detect the dim signals generated by small EVs [@bib0035]. Only recently has the capability of IFC been used to analyze single EVs (sEVs) [@bib0036], [@bib0037], [@bib0038], [@bib0039], [@bib0040]. We therefore sought to explore the advanced technology of IFC by using Amnis ImageStream MKII, which has the ability to analyze fluorescent nanoparticles, including EVs [@bib0036], [@bib0041], [@bib0042], [@bib0043]. The advantage of this instrument lies in the detection of fluorescent signal from otherwise undetectable nanoparticle populations, allowing for sEV detection and multi-parametric phenotyping of sEV populations [@bib0041], [@bib0044], [@bib0045], [@bib0046]. Through potential detection and precise quantification of EV subpopulations secreted by glioma cells, IFC may allow for a robust assay for the characterization of tumor specific EV subpopulations at the sEV level. The ability to study malignant gliomas on the sEV level is especially important given the significant inter-tumoral heterogeneity, both at a single time point as well as over the course of tumor treatment [@bib0047].

Our central hypothesis is: i) glioma cells cultured *in vitro* ii) plasma from glioma-bearing mice, and iii) plasma from patients harboring malignant gliomas can be evaluated for PpIX-positive EVs following administration of 5-ALA using IFC.

2. Materials and methods {#sec0006}
========================

2.1. Cell line {#sec0007}
--------------

The human Gli36 glioma cell line (RRID:CVCL_RL88) was generated at Massachusetts General Hospital with approved IRB protocol and cultured in high glucose Dulbecco\'s modified essential medium (DMEM; Gibco, Invitrogen Cell culture, Carlsbad, CA) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Life Technologies Corporation, Carlsbad, CA) and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (Penicillin Streptomycin Solution; Life Technologies Corporation, Carlsbad, CA). HBMVEC were kindly provided by Xandra O. Breakefield and cultured using endothelial basal medium (EGM-2 MV Microvascular Endothelial Cell Growth Medium-2 BulletKit, Lonza, Allendale, NJ). All *in vitro* experiments were performed with a cell confluency of 50--70% to minimize cell death. All the cell lines are periodically verified for mycoplasma contamination using commercial mycoplasma PCR (PCR Mycoplasma Detection Kit, Applied Biological Materials Incorporated, Richmond, British Columbia).

2.2. Dosing with 5-ALA {#sec0008}
----------------------

5-ALA (Sigma-Aldrich; Saint Louis, MO) was dissolved in 1 ml sterile filtered phosphate buffered saline (PBS 1x; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Baltics UAB, Vilnius, Lithuania), aliquoted and stored at a concentration of 2.9 M at −20 °C. For dose determination experiments, Gli36 cells were plated in a 6-well plate (Corning Costar Flat Bottom Cell Culture plates; Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY) at a seeding density of 250,000 cells per well on day 0. Cells were allowed to grow for 24 h in the incubator at 37°C. On day 1, each well was washed with 1 ml PBS to remove floating cells and 1.8 ml of fresh DMEM/well was added. Cells were dosed with 200 µL of 5-ALA solutions from secondary stock concentrations to obtain final concentrations of 64 mM, 32 mM, 16 mM, 8.0 mM, and 0.8 mM in the first 5 wells. The last well was mock dosed with 200 µL filtered PBS. The final volume of each well was kept constant at 2.0 ml. Fluorescence intensity and viability were assessed 24 h after dosing. For the remaining experiments, Gli36 cells and HMBVEC were plated in P15 plates (Nunc Dish 150 mm, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) at a seeding density of 5 million cells/plate. On day 1, each plate was washed with PBS, dosed with 0.8 mM concentration of 5-ALA or mock (filtered PBS) after replacing DMEM with 15% EV depleted Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS; Life Technologies Corporation, Carlsbad, CA). Conditioned media was collected 24 h after dosing. All experiments were performed in a dim light with the plates covered with aluminum foil at all times to avoid bleaching of PpIX fluorescence.

2.3. Cell viability {#sec0009}
-------------------

The cells were trypsinized (0.25% Trypsin-EDTA; Life Technologies Corporation, Carlsbad, CA) and the viability was assessed using Countess II FL Automated Cell Counter (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).

2.4. Confocal microscopy {#sec0010}
------------------------

Cells were plated in glass bottom 6-well plate (VRW, Radnor Headquarters, Radnor, PA) and dosed as described above (**Dosing with 5-ALA**). Twenty-four hours after dosing, confocal images were acquired with Nikon A1R Confocal Microscope using 60X objective. Cells were excited at 405 nm and collected using 700/75 long pass filter. Fluorescence measurements from confocal images were analyzed using Fiji software [@bib0048]. Confocal imaging was performed quickly and with minimal white light exposure to avoid bleaching of PpIX fluorescence.

2.5. EV isolation {#sec0011}
-----------------

EVs were isolated from the conditioned media using ExoEasy kit [@bib0049] (ExoEasy Maxi Kit, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). EVs were isolated from 20 ml of conditioned media. Briefly, media is allowed to reach room temperature and is mixed with a binding buffer in 1:1 ratio. The buffer-media is then loaded into affinity columns, washed and EVs are eluted using the ExoEasy EV elution buffer. EVs are then suspended in elution buffer and used for ISX analysis.

2.6. EGFR conditional transgenic mice {#sec0012}
-------------------------------------

All mouse procedures were performed in accordance with Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center\'s recommendations for the care and use of animals, and they were maintained and handled under protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Cre/Lox-mediated conditional expression of the human EGF receptor vIII was achieved by stereotactic intracranial injections of an adenovirus expressing Cre recombinase (Gene Transfer Vector Core, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA) as described in [@bib0050].

2.7. 5-ALA dosing in mice {#sec0013}
-------------------------

Mice were monitored by weight, body conditioning, and behavioral symptoms for tumor burden. Pre-5-ALA blood samples were collected by submandibular puncture, blood was collected into a tube containing 3.8% Sodium Citrate. 20 mg/kg 5-ALA was injected intraperitoneally and mice were kept in the dark for three hours prior to post 5-ALA bleeds. Mice were deeply anesthetized with Ketamine/Xylazine (ketamine 125 mg/kg, xylazine 12.5 mg/kg) and blood was collected by cardiac puncture. Plasma was then separated from the hematocrit, aliquoted and stored at −80°C until ISX analysis. Demographics of the mice are reported in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Mice demographics.Table 1MiceAge (days)SexDiagnosisPlasma collection post 5-ALA dosing (hours)Tumor FluorescenceFold Change Post/Pre 5-ALACl100MControl3N/A0.6C2100MControl3N/A1C3100MControl3N/A1.4T176MGlioblastoma3Fluorescent5.4T287MGlioblastoma3Fluorescent1.7[^3]

2.8. Ethics approval and consent to participate {#sec0014}
-----------------------------------------------

All the participating patients signed the informed consent form, and the study was approved by the Internal Review Board (IRB) ethical committee of the Massachusetts General Hospital (2017P001581).

2.9. Patient characteristics {#sec0015}
----------------------------

The study population (*n* = 6) consisted of patients 18 years or older with a newly identified T1-weighted gadolinium-enhancing lesion concerning for malignant glioma who underwent FGS using 5-ALA at the Massachusetts General Hospital. Pathology confirmed GBM diagnosis for all patients (*n* = 6). Samples from four patients were collected as part of a clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02632370; 5-Aminolevulinic Acid (5-ALA) to Enhance Visualization of Malignant Tumor) to evaluate the safety and efficacy of Gliolan™ (Trademark name for 5-ALA in the trial) as a surgical adjunct to malignant glioma tumor resection. Two patients were given Gleolan (Trademark name for FDA approved ALA: ALA HCl, NX Development Corp., Lexington, KY) independent of the trial. Patients with contrast enhancing lesions were given an oral dose of 20 mg/kg 5-ALA, 3--5 h prior to FGS for glioma surgery as a part of standard of care. Patient demographics, MRI tumor volume, pathological diagnosis and the intensity of intraoperative fluorescence (as assessed by the operating neurosurgeon) is reported in [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}. We characterized all avidly fluorescent tumors as '*avidly fluorescent'* and the tumors with either no fluorescence or background level of fluorescence as seen in normal cerebral cortex as '*minimally fluorescent'* ([Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"}a)*.* All protocols were approved by an institutional review board.Table 2Patient demographics.Table 2PatientAgeSexDiagnosisTumor Volume (cm^3^)Plasma collection post 5-ALA dosing (hours)Intraoperative FluorescenceFold Change Post/Pre 5-ALAPI55MGlioblastoma37.73Avidly fluorescent3.1P272FGlioblastoma28.83.5Avidly fluorescent2.3P363MGlioblastoma9.233Avidly fluorescent2.0P473MGlioblastoma2.533Avidly fluorescent1.6P542FGlioblastoma18.15Minimally fluorescent0.6P651MGlioblastoma21.22Minimally fluorescent0.9[^4]

2.10. Patient plasma processing {#sec0016}
-------------------------------

Pre-5-ALA and the subsequent post 5-ALA plasma samples were collected prior to and ∼3 h after 5-ALA administration. Whole blood samples were collected using K2 EDTA tubes with an inert gel barrier (BD Vacutainer® blood collection tubes) and centrifuged at 1100 x g for 10 min to separate the hematocrit from the plasma. Samples were then filtered using 0.8 µm filter and aliquoted into amber-colored cryovials (Polypropylene Microtubes, Analytical Sales and Services Inc., Flanders, NJ) to reduce any fluorescence bleaching caused by direct light exposure. All plasma samples were processed within 2 h of collection and stored at −80°C until ISX analysis. Precautions were taken to minimize the exposure to light during sample collection and processing. For 4 of the 6 patients, blood samples were collected 3--4 h after the oral administration of 5-ALA. While for patients P5 and P6, the post 5-ALA samples were collected 2 h and 5 h after 5-ALA dosing, respectively. For patient P3, pre-5-ALA blood draw were not obtained, hence we obtained 2-week postoperative plasma sample that we used as baseline.

2.11. ImageStream^x^ imaging flow cytometer {#sec0017}
-------------------------------------------

We used an ImageStream^x^ (ISX) MkII Imaging flow cytometer (IFC, Amnis Corporation, Seattle, WA, USA) equipped with two charged couple device (CCD) cameras and 12 spectral image detection channels (Ch 01- Ch 12): Ch 01 420--480 nm, Ch 02 480--560 nm, Ch 03 560--595 nm, Ch 04 595--660 nm, Ch 05 660--740 nm, Ch 06 740--800 nm, Ch 07 420--505 nm, Ch 08 505--570 nm, Ch 09 570--595 nm, Ch 10 595--660 nm, Ch 11 660--740 nm, Ch 12 740--800 nm; and 5 solid state excitation lasers: 405 nm laser, 488 nm laser, 561 nm laser, 592 nm laser, and 658 nm laser. Two channels (Ch 01 and Ch 09) were set to brightfield, permitting spatial coordination between cameras and Ch 06 was set to side scatter. INSPIRE version 200.1.620.0 instrument software was used for instrument setup, calibration and data acquisition. Upon each startup, the instrument calibration tool ASSIST® was performed to optimize performance and consistency. The advanced fluidic control of ISX, coupled with the presence of continuously running speed beads enable cell/particle enumeration using the "objects per ml" feature within the IDEAS® data analysis software. The samples were loaded and the events were collected as RIF files. 1,000 event single color compensation controls were collected (without BF or SSC) and later merged to create a compensation matrix for analysis. Once the RIF files were merged and compensated, a gating strategy was used for consistency. The ISX requires small volumes (25- 100 µL), in most cases we opted for 100 µL sample. Cells were centrifuged at 300 x g for 5 mins and resuspended in 100 µL of PBS for ISX analysis. For ISX analysis of EV samples, 30--100 µL conditioned media, ExoEasy isolated EVs, mice plasma and patient plasma was used. All samples were collected in eppendorf tubes covered with aluminum foil to minimize exposure to light. Detergent lysis of all samples was performed using 0.1% Triton™ X-100 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) for 15 min at room temperature.

2.12. Optimization and calibration for EV analysis {#sec0018}
--------------------------------------------------

ApogeeMix (Apogee Flow Systems, UK) and fluorescent-labeled liposomes (Avanti Lipids, USA) were used to optimize and calibrate ISX for EV analysis. ApogeeMix contained green beads 110 nm and 500 nm in size. Six preparations of liposomes were custom manufactured. Alexa Fluor 405, Alexa Fluor 555 and Alexa Fluor 647 liposomes, each of 100 and 200 nm sizes. The ApogeeMix were analyzed undiluted, while the liposomes were analyzed after 1 in 500 dilution in filtered PBS.

2.13. ISX analysis of cells {#sec0019}
---------------------------

Cells were analyzed with fluidics set at low speed, sensitivity set to high, magnification at 40X and core size 10 µm. The 405 nm laser was set at 120 mW and side scatter SSC/785 nm laser at 1.00 mW. 100 µL samples were loaded and multiple 10,000 event files were acquired. RIF files were generated, merged, compensated and a gating strategy ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}) was used for consistency.

2.14. Gating strategy for cells {#sec0020}
-------------------------------

Gate R1(green): Aspect ratio and area of brightfield images (Ch 01) were used to gate for single cell events. Aspect ratio is the ratio of minor axis to major axis and is representative of shape and circularity of an event. Area is the measure of size. Single cells as detected by aspect ratio ∼ 1.0 and uniform area. Gate R5 (red): Gradient RMS of brightfield images (Ch 01) was used to further analyze the R1 population to identify single cells in focus. Gradient RMS represents the sharpness quality of the image. Finally, R5 population was analyzed for fluorescence in Ch 11: λ 660--745 nm. The gated events were visually interrogated and verified ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}). Mean fluorescence intensity in Ch 11 in relative light units (RLU) was used for comparisons. For further details see [@bib0051], [@bib0052].

2.15. EV analysis on ISX {#sec0021}
------------------------

Analysis was performed with fluidics set at low speed, sensitivity set to high, magnification at 60X, core size 7 µm, and the "Hide Beads" option unchecked prior to every acquisition in order to visualize speed beads in analyses. All parameters are stored in acquisition template except the latter, which requires unchecking prior to each acquisition. The lasers were run at maximal power to ensure maximal sensitivity: 405 nm (120 mW), 488 nm (200 mW), 561 nm (200 mW), and 642 nm (150 mW). To avoid the risk of coincident particle detection, EV samples were not run at concentrations greater than 1010 objects/ml [@bib0042]. The Flow Speed was stably maintained at around 44 and the Flow Speed Error CV was maintained under 0.2, and priming was done when the Flow Speed became unstable. Samples were allowed to run for 1--2 min prior to acquisition, to reach a stable Flow Speed and a low Flow Speed Error CV (Supplementary Fig. 3).

2.16. Collection strategy for EV analysis {#sec0022}
-----------------------------------------

R0 Collection Gate (white): Scatter plot of fluorescence intensity (Ch 11) vs. side scatter (Ch 06) was generated and R0 Collection Gate was Set to exclude the majority speed bead events. A minimum of 40,000 R0 Collection Gate events were collected. The runs were kept under 20 mins, even if 40,000 R0 events were not acquired (Supplementary Fig. 3).RIF files were generated, merged, compensated and a gating strategy ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}) was used for consistency.

2.17. Gating strategy for EVs {#sec0023}
-----------------------------

Alexa Fluor 647 100 nm-sized liposomes were nanoparticles used to optimize for EV gating strategy. Gate R1 (green): Population with a stable ISX Flow Speed was selected. Unstable portions of the run were excluded to minimize the bias caused by the variations in instruments fluidics as well so to remove artifactual events. Gate R2 (grey) was created to exclude doublets, triplets, debris and large aggregates. Aspect ratio and area of bright field images was used to gate out the population with large area and variable aspect ratio. Speed beads were included in the Gate R2 to have a reference population. Finally, Gate R3 (red) was created to encompass low side scattering events, that did not produce a brightfield image but demonstrated fluorescence in Ch 11: λ 660--745 nm. Inspire masking was used to detect fluorescent events in Ch 11 and spot counting feature was used to exclude swarming. The gated events were visually interrogated and verified. The positive events were expressed as objects/ml ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}). For further details see [@bib0036], [@bib0041], [@bib0042], [@bib0043].

2.18. Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) {#sec0024}
------------------------------------------

Concentrations and particle sizes of EVs in conditioned media, ExoEasy isolated EVs, plasma of mice and humans were measured by NanoSight NTA (LM10, Malvern Inst. Ltd., UK). Samples were prepared in dilutions of 1:10 for media, 1:100 for EVs and 1:3000 for plasma of mice and humans. Dilutions were made with filtered PBS and measurements recorded in triplicates over 30 s, with manual monitoring of temperature and camera level set to 14. Analysis was performed using NTA v3.1 software, with detection threshold set to 7. All NTA EV concentration data was expressed in EVs / ml and EV size data in mode values.

2.19. Statistical analysis {#sec0025}
--------------------------

Data are expressed as mean 95% confidence interval. Statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft Office Excel 2011 or Graph Pad Prism 8 software. The unpaired two-tailed Student\'s *t*-test was used for comparisons between groups. \**p* ≤ 0.05, \*\**p* ≤ 0.01, \*\*\**p* ≤ 0.001 was considered statistically significant. Comparisons were done between the samples of each patient before and after 5-ALA dosing. The same was done for the mice. Inter-patient or inter-mice comparisons were not performed due to heterogeneity in the pre-dosing background levels. The increase in the PpIX-positive EV counts was expressed as fold change due to heterogeneity in the background. The same unit of measurement was used for both pre and post-dosing patient/mice samples.

3. Results {#sec0026}
==========

3.1. Optimization of 5-ALA concentration in glioma cells for maximum viability and fluorescence intensity {#sec0027}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dosing of 5-ALA for cells in culture was established via *in vitro* testing of the human glioma Gli36 cell line. Glioma cells were seeded in a 6-well plate (250,000 cells/well) and dosed with increasing concentrations of 5-ALA (mock, 0.8 mM, 8 mM, 16 mM, 32 mM and 64 mM). Twenty-four hours after dosage of cells, we assessed mean fluorescence intensity in relative light units (RLU) using confocal microscopy ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}a and Supplementary Fig. 1a). We observed a decrease in fluorescence intensity with increasing concentrations of 5-ALA, and the maximum mean fluorescence intensity was observed with the 0.8 mM dose (*p* = 0.0002; [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}b). The maximum cell viability was also noted with 0.8 mM (after the mock treated cells), and the viability showed an inverse dose-dependent correlation with increasing concentrations (r^2^ = 0.90; [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}c). Confocal microscopy also allowed us to visualize the increase in dead cells as 5-ALA dosage increased (Supplementary Fig. 1a). The decreasing fluorescence intensity with increasing concentrations of 5-ALA, is possibly a consequence of increasing cell death with the increasing concentration of the compound.Fig. 1**Determining optimal 5-ALA dose for maximum fluorescence and viability of glioma cells (a)** Confocal images of PpIX fluorescence in Gli36 cells treated with 0.8 mM 5-ALA dose for 24 h. Brightfield image (left), fluorescence image (center), overlay image (right). **(b)** Dot-plot showing PpIX fluorescence (mean intensity in relative light units, RLU) of Gli36 cells at different 5-ALA doses measured using confocal microscopy. **(c)** Histogram showing cell viability (%) of Gli36 cells at different 5-ALA doses measured using Countess II FL Automated Cell Counter. Data are mean 95% confidence interval (*n* = 3 biological replicates). \**p* ≤ 0.05, \*\**p* ≤ 0.01, \*\*\**p* ≤ 0.001, unpaired two-tailed Student\'s *t*-test.Fig. 1

We next used ISX to determine the brightest possible PpIX cell fluorescence and the lowest rate of cell death to minimize the possibility of apoptotic particles released in the media. We used gating strategy to capture a homogeneous population of single cells with fluorescence in Ch 11 (λ660-745 nm; [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}a--c). From this cell population, ISX analysis confirmed maximum mean fluorescence intensity from cells dosed with the 0.8 mM concentration of 5-ALA ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}d) and a decreasing mean fluorescence intensity with increasing 5-ALA doses (*p* = 0.001; Supplementary Fig. 1b). After performing these experiments in three biological replicates, the 0.8 mM dose of 5-ALA consistently resulted in the highest fluorescence intensity and the lowest cell death rate (after mock). Findings were congruent between ISX and confocal microscopy, therefore we used the 0.8 mM concentration for all our subsequent *in vitro* experiments (Supplementary Fig. 1).Fig. 2**ISX analysis for glioma cells dosed with 5-ALA**. Visual interrogation and gate setting to demonstrate PpIX fluorescence: **(a)** ISX scatter plot of Gli36 cells by aspect ratio (x-axis, shape and measure of circularity) vs. area (y-axis, size). Gate R1 (green): Single cells as detected by aspect ratio ∼1.0 and uniform area. Gate R2 (gray): Cell debris as detected by varying aspect ratio and low area. Gate R3 (pink): Doublet cells as detected by an aspect ratio ∼0.5 and high area. Gate R4(blue): Triplet cells as detected by an aspect ratio ∼1.0 and high area. Ch 01 brightfield images of cells (R1, green), cell debris (R2, gray), doublet cells (R3, pink), triplet cells (R4, blue). **(b)** The representative histogram of gradient RMS (Ch 01) vs. normalized frequency to identify cells in focus based on the sharpness of the image. Gate R5 (red): Gating of single cells in focus with PpIX fluorescence (Ch 11: λ 660--745 nm). R5-gated brightfield images (Ch 01) and corresponding fluorescence images (Ch 11) demonstrating PpIX fluorescence. **(c)** Scatter plot of fluorescence intensity (Ch 11) vs. side scatter (Ch 06) showing a homogeneous clustered population of focused, single cells demonstrating PpIX fluorescence (Ch11). **(d)** Dot-plot showing PpIX fluorescence (mean intensity in relative light units, RLU) of Gli36 cells at different 5-ALA doses showing maximal mean intensity at 0.8 mM. Data are mean 95% confidence interval (*n* = 4 biological replicates). \**p* ≤ 0.05, \*\**p* ≤ 0.01, \*\*\**p* ≤ 0.001, unpaired two-tailed Student\'s *t*-test. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 2

3.2. Optimization of ISX for EV analysis using nanoparticle-sized calibration beads and fluorophore-labeled liposomes {#sec0028}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ISX is a high throughput and sensitive cytometer that allows interrogation of single fluorescence-positive nanoparticles with simultaneous visualization within brightfield, side scatter, and fluorescent channels. We used custom-made 100 and 200 nm sized Alexa Fluor 647 liposomes (excitation max λ650 nm, emission max λ665 nm) to optimize the gating strategy for single fluorescent EV detection. These liposomes represented nanoparticles of similar size and emission range of what would be expected with PpIX-labeled EVs, and therefore served as a positive control. Liposomes were excited with a 658 nm laser (100 mW) and analyzed. We first selected the region of the run where the fluids were stable ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}a) and then gated out large aggregates with high area and low aspect ratio ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}b). Finally, we gated in our population of interest as low side-scattering fluorescent events in Ch 11 which were not captured in brightfield ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}c). Simultaneously, we analyzed all other channels and found no overlapping events with those observed in Ch 11, confirming the specificity of our Alexa Fluor 647 liposomes to Ch 11.Fig. 3**ISX analysis and characterization of nanoparticles using 100** **nm Alexa Fluor 647 (650/665) liposomes. (a)** ISX scatter plot of time vs. flow speed; Gate R1 (green): selection of a population where the ISX flow speed is stable, excluding artifactual events from unstable flow speed (gray box) **(b)** ISX scatter-plot of aspect ratio vs. area of brightfield images (Ch 01); Gate R2 (gray): gated population for fluorescent liposome analysis, excluding doublets, triplets, debris and large aggregates (Gate R4, light blue). Representative images of R4 events visualized on brightfield (Ch 01, BF), side scatter (Ch06, SSC), and fluorescence spectrum (Ch 11). **(c)** ISX scatter plot of fluorescence intensity (Ch 11) vs. side scatter (Ch 06) with R3 gate (red) representing 100 nm sized Alexa Fluor 647 liposomes with low side scatter and fluorescence in Ch 11 and are not captured on brightfield images. Gate R6 (royal blue) represents non-fluorescent events, which are not captured on brightfield images and have low side scatter. Gate R7 (gray) represents speed beads, which are captured on brightfield images, have high side scatter, and are non-fluorescent. Gate R8 (purple) represents fluorescent aggregates, captured on brightfield images, and have high side scatter. **(d)** ISX scatter plot of fluorescence intensity (Ch 11) vs. side scatter (Ch 06) with PBS buffer (control, left), and Alexa Fluor 647 liposomes of sizes 100 nm, 200 nm, and in combination. The fluorescent events were not detected after detergent lysis. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 3

We based our fluorescence thresholds by first analyzing PBS buffer, our negative control ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}d, Supplementary Fig. 2). ISX was able to detect 100 and 200 nm fluorescent liposomes, both separately and in combination, yet we were unable to clearly differentiate between 100 nm and 200 nm subpopulations, likely due to the similarity in size and limits in sensitivity of the instrument ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}d, Supplementary Fig. 2). On the contrary, we were able to clearly visualize the subpopulations of the ApogeeMix calibration beads mix of 110 nm and 500 nm (Supplementary Fig. 2a). In order to confirm the specificity of nanoparticle detection of different fluorescence spectra, we also analyzed 100 nm and 200 nm-sized Alexa Fluor 405 and Alexa Fluor 555 liposomes (Supplementary Fig. 2b,c). Finally, we confirmed that we were unable to detect fluorescent events following detergent lysis of liposomes, which supports the notion that the fluorescent events that we had previously detected were indeed true liposomes ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}b, Supplementary Fig. 2b,c). For all ISX runs of nanoparticles, we used the instrument settings as previously reported in the literature (Supplementary Fig. 3) [@bib0036], [@bib0042].

3.3. Glioma cells, but not HBMVEC, dosed with 5-ALA release PPIX-positive EVs that can be detected using ISX {#sec0029}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we determined the specificity of PpIX-positive EVs released from 5-ALA dosed cancer cells (Gli36) cells as compared to non-cancer cells (HBMVEC). We first analyzed negative controls of PBS buffer alone, PBS buffer mixed with 5-ALA, as well as Elution Buffer from a commercial EV-isolation kit in order to establish background fluorescent signal ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}a). Next, we dosed both the glioma cells and HBMVEC with 0.8 mM of 5-ALA and PBS as control. Conditioned media was collected 24 h later, centrifuged at low speed (300 x g for 10 min) to remove debris, and filtered through a 0.8 µm filter to remove large particles. We then analyzed the purified media on ISX using our previously established gating strategy (see above). We found a 247-fold increase of PpIX-positive EVs in glioma cells dosed with 5-ALA compared to mock dosing ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}b), while HBMVEC dosed with 5-ALA yielded a 6-fold increase in PpIX-positive EVs compared to mock dosing ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}c). These findings suggest that the increased PpIX accumulation known to occur preferentially in glioma cells lead to a significantly higher release of PpIX-containing EVs, a phenomenon not as pronounced in healthy cells. To confirm that the fluorescent events were indeed extracellular vesicles, we performed a lysis step and found a significantly reduced signal (Supplementary Fig. 4a,b).Fig. 4**ISX characterization of conditioned media and EVs derived from 5-ALA dosed Gli36 cells and HBMVEC. (a)** Control samples: ISX scatter plots of PBS buffer only (left), buffer with 5-ALA (center), and elution buffer following processing with ExoEasy Kit (right). **(b)** ISX scatter plot of media from 5-ALA dosed (left) and mock dosed (right) Gli36 cells. **(c)** ISX scatter plot of media from 5-ALA dosed (left) and mock dosed (right) HBMVEC. **(d)** ISX scatter plot of EVs isolated from 5-ALA dosed (left) and mock dosed (right) Gli36 cells. **(e)** ISX scatter plot of EVs isolated from 5-ALA dosed (left) and mock dosed (right) HBMVEC.Fig. 4

To further validate that we were indeed working with EVs we used a commercial kit to isolate EVs from 5-ALA dosed cells [@bib0049]. Twenty ml of media was used as input into the ExoEasy kit, which can isolate intact EVs by membrane affinity [@bib0049], and eluted them in 400 µl of elution buffer. We then analyzed the EVs on ISX and found a 20-fold increase of PpIX-positive EVs released from glioma cells dosed with 5-ALA compared to mock dosing ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}d), while HBMVEC dosed with 5-ALA showed a 7-fold increase in PpIX-positive EVs compared to mock dosing ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}e). We again performed a lysis step and found a significantly reduced signal (Supplementary Fig. 4c,d).

3.4. Exposure to white light leads to bleaching of PPIX-positive EVs and loss of fluorescent ISX signal {#sec0030}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We then investigated why there was a lower yield of PpIX-positive EVs isolated using the kit as compared to direct analysis of the conditioned media. Bleaching of PpIX fluorescence from white light exposure has been well established for tumor tissue analysis [@bib0053]. With this in mind, our main hypothesis was that the decrease in signal was due to the increase in white light exposure that occurred with kit processing. To test this hypothesis, we exposed EVs from glioma cells dosed with 5-ALA to white light for 20 min prior to ISX analysis. We observed an 8-fold decrease in PpIX-positive EVs as compared to EVs isolated without prolonged exposure to white light ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). Given the significant effect of white light on the loss of ISX signal intensity from PpIX-positive EVs, for our *in vivo* studies we chose to analyze EVs directly from unprocessed plasma.Fig. 5**ISX characterization of Gli36 EVs following white light exposure**. ISX scatter plot of EVs from conditioned media of Gli36 cells dosed with 5-ALA for 24 h, isolated using a commercial kit, before (left) and after (right) 20 min of exposure to white light.Fig. 5

3.5. PpIX-positive EVs can be detected in plasma of glioma-bearing mice dosed with 5-ALA but not in control mice {#sec0031}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next sought to explore the specificity of PpIX-positive EV signal from the plasma of glioma-bearing mice as compared to control mice after dosage with 5-ALA ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"}a). We first sampled baseline plasma (pre-5-ALA) from 3 control mice and 2 glioma mice. Three hours following weight-based 5-ALA dosing, the plasma of all mice was sampled again (post-5-ALA). The mice were kept in the dark following drug dosage, as were all plasma samples. Given the findings of diminished PpIX signal with *in vitro* use of EV-isolation kit, we decided to analyze pure plasma. ISX analysis demonstrated a significant increase (*p* = 0.004) in PpIX-positive EVs in the glioma-bearing mice following 5-ALA administration as compared to pre-5-ALA levels while we did not observe a similar increase in the control mice ([Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"}b--d, Supplementary Fig. 5). The brains of the tumor-bearing mice were obtained immediately following the terminal plasma collection and were confirmed to contain avidly fluorescent tumor under blue light-filtered microscope. These findings suggest that, despite systemic uptake of 5-ALA, a rise in PpIX EVs occur only when a glioma is present, and therefore, the EVs are specific to the glioma itself. As determined by NTA, the size and concentrations of EVs from the mice was similar between pre- and post-5-ALA dosing (Supplementary Fig. 7a,b).Fig. 6**ISX characterization of plasma-derived PpIX-positive EVs from control and glioma-bearing mice dosed with 5-ALA. (a)** Overview of the experiment **(b)** Line plot showing pre-5-ALA and post-5-ALA PpIX-positive EV levels for the control (gray) and glioma (red) mice. The dotted line represents the threshold (t) of background fluorescent signal prior to 5-ALA dosing based on this population. **(c)** ISX scatter plot of representative control mouse plasma before 5-ALA (left) and 3 h post- 5-ALA (right). **(d)** ISX scatter plot of representative glioma-bearing mouse plasma before 5-ALA (left) and 3 h post-5-ALA (right). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 6

3.6. Patients with avidly fluorescent malignant gliomas observed during FGS release PPIX-positive EVs into circulating plasma {#sec0032}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We interrogated the plasma of 6 patients who underwent FGS to determine the PpIX-positive EV signal before and after dosage with 5-ALA. All patients enrolled in this study underwent surgical management at our institution. We observed tumors with avid fluorescence in 4 of 6 patients, whereas the remaining 2 patients had minimal fluorescence, all under blue light microscopy ([Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"}a,b, [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 7ISX characterization of plasma-derived PpIX-positive EVs from patients with malignant glioma following 5-ALA administration for FGS with both avidly fluorescent and minimally fluorescent tumors. (a) Avidly fluorescent tumor: The T1-post-gadolinium-contrast axial MRI (left) shows the posterior left temporal tumor which demonstrated avid intraoperative fluorescence under the blue light of the microscope (right); ISX scatter plot of representative patient plasma before 5-ALA (left) and following 5-ALA (right). (b) Minimally fluorescent tumor: The T1-post-gadolinium-contrast axial MRI shows the left occipital tumor (left) which demonstrated minimal intraoperative fluorescence under the blue light of the microscope (right); ISX scatter plot of representative patient plasma before 5-ALA (left) and following 5-ALA (right). (c) Line-plot of pre-5-ALA and post-5-ALA levels for patients with avidly fluorescent tumors (red) and minimally fluorescent tumors (gray). The dotted line represents the threshold (t) of background fluorescent signal prior to 5-ALA dosing based on this population. (d) Bar graph indicating the fold change (post-5-ALA/pre-5-ALA levels) of PpIX-positive EV signal for patients with avidly fluorescent tumors (red) and patients with minimally fluorescent tumors (gray). (e) Pearson correlation of enhancing tumor volumes and fold change of PpIX-fluorescent EV signal from the 4 patients with avidly fluorescenct tumors (f) ISX scatter plots of Patient 2 plasma: pre-5-ALA, post-5-ALA (intraoperative, 3.5 h post-dosing), 2 weeks post-FGS, and 6 weeks post-FGS; wks = weeks. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 7

ISX analysis of pure plasma in patients with avidly fluorescent tumors demonstrated a highly significant increase (*p* = 0.00009) in PpIX-positive EVs in the post-5-ALA samples as compared to pre-5-ALA samples. We did not observe a similar rise from the intraoperative samples obtained from the patients whose tumors had minimal fluorescence ([Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"}c). We also established that a 1.0-fold change or greater increase of post-5-ALA EVs over baseline levels represented a true positive signal ([Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"}d). Furthermore, this fold change in signal significantly and positively correlated with each patient\'s enhancing tumor volume (r^2^ = 0.888, [Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"}e).

We were also able to track Patient 2 longitudinally and observed a 2.3-fold increase in PpIX-positive EVs in post-5-ALA plasma compared to pre-5-ALA levels, followed by a sustained return to baseline levels at 2 weeks and 6 weeks post-operatively ([Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"}f). The lack of avid fluorescence in 2 of our patient tumors was thought to be due to poor timing, as the tumor resection and plasma collection for these patients occurred at the shortest and longest intervals following 5-ALA administration. The fluorescence observed by the operating neurosurgeon in these 2 patients was consistent with either no fluorescence or a background fluorescence seen in normal cerebral cortex, which is very minimal compared to the usual avid fluorescence seen in the other 4 patients. As determined by NTA, the size and concentrations of EVs from the mice was similar between pre- and post-5-ALA dosing (Supplementary Fig. 7c,d).

4. Discussion {#sec0033}
=============

This study demonstrates that malignant gliomas with avid intraoperative PpIX fluorescence release PpIX-positive EVs that can be detected in circulating plasma using IFC. The ability to perform a minimally-invasive liquid biopsy for patients with malignant glioma, either through plasma or other biofluids, would greatly expand our ability to diagnose and track treatment response for this challenging and lethal disease. EVs serve as important cellular surrogates, carrying information in the form of proteins, RNA, and DNA, and are in greater abundance in circulating fluid compared to other circulating markers like circulating tumor cells (CTCs) or cell-free DNA (cfDNA) [@bib0054]. This has led to significant recent interest in the clinical applications of EVs as biomarkers for many cancers [@bib0055], [@bib0056], [@bib0057], [@bib0058]. However, the isolation of sEVs and differentiation of EV subpopulations (eg., differentiation of normal vs tumor EVs in the plasma) remains one of the major challenges within the field [@bib0032], [@bib0059], [@bib0060], [@bib0061]. Using state-of-the-art IFC, we detected and quantified tumor-derived PpIX-positive sEVs released from 5-ALA dosed glioma cells *in vitro*, glioma bearing xenograft models dosed with 5-ALA, and malignant glioma patients undergoing 5-ALA based FGS.

Given that most conventional flow cytometers were designed to measure cells or biologic particles in the 2--30 µm range, it has not been until recently that cytometers have been optimized to detect particles below 500 nm in size [@bib0037], [@bib0041], [@bib0042], [@bib0046]. In this report, we have optimized ISX to detect and quantify individual fluorescent EVs, allowing us to test a novel liquid biopsy strategy in brain tumor patients. Prior to interrogating patient plasma, we first established a PpIX-positive EV signal specific to the glioma-bearing mouse plasma, with plasma from control mice remaining at background levels, both pre- and post-5-ALA dosing (*p* = 0.004). The preferential release of PpIX-containing EVs from glioma cells *in vitro* and in our pre-clinical *in vivo* rodent model set the stage for our efforts to clinically detect these PpIX-positive EVs in brain tumor patients undergoing FGS with 5-ALA as a proof-of-principle. In 6 patients analyzed, we demonstrated that patients with avidly fluorescent tumors (4/6; 66%) indeed contained circulating PpIX-positive EVs at levels significantly higher than their pre-dosing background (*p* = 0.00009), and this rise in signal correlated highly with enhancing tumor volumes (r^2^=0.888). For 2 patients with minimally fluorescent tumors, the PpIX-positive EV signal remained at or below their baseline background levels ([Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"}a--c, Supplementary Fig. 6). Our study is therefore consistent with previous reports that show circulating PpIX levels only rise after the administration of 5-ALA when tumors are present [@bib0062], [@bib0063]. Although background levels remained consistently low among both of our patient groups, there was some inter-patient variability which limited our ability to establish a confident background cutoff valid across all individuals. Because of this heterogeneity in background signal, a fold change of \>1.0 (PpIX-positive EVs post/pre-5-ALA levels) is what we determined the cutoff for a true positive tumor signal ([Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"}d). Interestingly, we also determined that for patients with this true positive signal, the tumor volumes significantly correlated with the resulting fold change, which strongly supports the notion that these PpIX-positive EVs are truly glioma-derived. In one case (Patient 2), PpIX-positive EV levels increased 2.3-fold with fluorescent-guided tumor resection and this signal returned to background levels in the following weeks ([Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"}f), suggesting that the rise in PpIX-positive EVs represented a true tumor signal and not a random phenomenon. This work is an important proof-of-concept of plasma-based EV detection technology for potential clinical applications in both diagnosis and monitoring of malignant glioma. In addition, this could be combined with other tools to sort and isolate tumor EV subpopulations, which would allow for further characterization of the genetic cargo within tumor EVs.

While most patients with malignant gliomas have fluorescent tumors [@bib0064], [@bib0065], 2 of our cases lacked avid intraoperative fluorescence and, in turn, did not demonstrate a rise in PpIX-positive EV signal. This was an important observation because it demonstrated the critical importance of the timing of plasma sampling following administration of 5-ALA in order to optimize the potential of detecting PpIX EVs. Studies indicate that, when administered correctly, intraoperative fluorescence has greater than 90% sensitivity and specificity for detecting newly diagnosed and recurrent malignant gliomas [@bib0064], [@bib0065]. Tumors lacking fluorescence, a false negative, usually occur when resection is undertaken too quickly following 5-ALA ingestion or in cases of high tumor necrosis [@bib0053]. Our two cases likely fell within both of these categories, with Patient 6 plasma sampling and tumor resection occurring 2 h following dosing, which was likely too early. We also had a lack of tumor fluorescence for Patient 5, which was carried out at 5 h after dosing, the longest interval between dosing and surgery in our group. Furthermore, the tumor was highly necrotic, which could be contributing factor for the lack of fluorescence observed intraoperatively. This suggests that the optimal time window for plasma sampling for PpIX-positive EV signal occurs at 3--4 h post-5-ALA administration.

The limitation of our study is the small sample size of patients, as a larger cohort of patients would allow for robust quantification of PpIX positive EVs following 5-ALA administration. With collection of plasma from larger cohort of patients, strict standardization of sample collection, handling and avoidance of light exposure are essential. In addition, analysis of plasma from healthy controls following 5-ALA administration would allow better determination of background fluorescent EVs.

Overall, this work adds to a small but growing body of literature that uses IFC to explore circulating EVs as markers of glioma diagnosis and prognosis. Ricklefs et al. used IFC to analyze sEVs and distinct subpopulation of EVs both in *in vitro* and *in vivo* models of malignant glioma [@bib0041]. They first showed that EVs from cell lines could be tagged with fluorescent-labeled antibodies to EV-specific tetraspanins CD9, CD63 and CD81 and found that glioblastoma cell lines secrete EVs with significantly elevated proportions of CD81+ and CD63+ tetraspanins compared to normal cells. They also found similar results looking at the serum of human glioblastoma patients, with total numbers of double positive CD63+/CD81+ and CD9+/CD63+ EVs increased compared to healthy controls. Glabo et al. used IFC to measure serum-based exosomes positive for survivin following an anti-survivin vaccine in patients with malignant glioma [@bib0043]. They showed that not only could they find survivin tumor markers on CD9+ exosomes from patient serum, but, by IFC measurements, lower levels of these exosomes following vaccination were associated with longer progression-free survival. Because EVs are also involved in intercellular communication and immune response, this recent work has highlighted changes in circulating EV levels that are believed to reflect presence of and changes in tumor but not directly from the tumor itself. Our study characterizes plasma-derived EVs that are of glioma origin and, considering the high correlation with the tumor presence (and volume), this suggests a PpIX-positive EV signal can offer a powerful "window" into the primary tumor\'s presence and status.

The detection of PpIX-positive EVs in patients with malignant glioma paves the way for clinical validation studies of this technology as a strategy for non-invasive brain tumor diagnosis and monitoring. In addition, further developments in EV sorting technology will offer the opportunity for combining this technique for protein and nucleic acid characterization.
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